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Furla brings Fantastica collection to
Singapore

In Singapore, buyers will be able to see the Furla Fantastica bag, with its sophisticated and rounded
shape for casual, everyday wear

Furla will be showing its Pre-Fall 2019 collection at the upcoming TFWA Asia Pacific exhibition (Stand
number: J22.)

The Furla Men’s Pre-Fall 2019 collection references nature – from the highest mountains to modern
city skylines with their towering skyscrapers in glass and steel.

A standout style from the men’s collection is the Furla Ulisse line, the signature backpack that has
been reimagined in new materials and shapes. The new defining element is the Furla Grid – the ultra-
resistant, PVC-coated canvas with Furla’s geometric pattern.

The backpack features seams and details – like the flap and front pocket – in Eracle and Fleu calfskin
leather. The straps and other closure elements are in nylon fabric. The edges of the Furla Ulisse
backpack are invisible, making it both practical and sleek for an everyday elegant use.

The same construction characterizes the other two new Furla Ulisse pieces of the season: the
messenger bag and the pouch. The flap of the fashionable messenger bag features a convenient zip
pocket, as well as pen and item compartments.
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The women’s collection features new construction technologies highlighting the bonds with nature.

In Singapore, buyers will be able to see the Furla Fantastica bag, with its sophisticated and rounded
shape for casual, everyday wear. It comes in three sizes: mini, small and medium.

Made of bouclé calfskin leather in a caramello color, it features the new Furla Monogram: an
emblematic monogram that reflects the brand’s initial – a doubled stylized F.

Furla Fantastica is crafted in jacquard fabric with Eracle grainy calfskin leather trim and the Furla
monogram as an all-over graphic.

With a double handle, adjustable shoulder strap and metal feet, the new Furla bag represents
elegance and function. It comes with a two-way zipper and, in the medium and small versions, a
convenient external back pocket allows space for small objects like a phone or travel tickets.


